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If you think you know Stickley—or if it’s totally new 
to you—we have a few surprises to share. For more 
than 120 years, the brand has earned its reputation as 
America’s original Arts and Crafts manufacturer, and 
we are still your best resource for authentic and  
highly prized Mission furniture. But Stickley also 
means award-winning and best-selling modern styles, 
built with the same legendary craftsmanship! In these 
pages you’ll get a taste of Stickley’s beauty, variety, 
and enduring quality.
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Walnut Grove Desk and Side Chair
On the Cover: Surrey Hills Recliner,  
Entertainment Console, and Drink Table

Portfolio120 Amelia Chair,  
Amelia Swivel Chair, and  
Winona Round Ottoman

Martine Oval Nightstand
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Stickley is a genuine American icon, a brand that has set the standard for furniture craft for more  
than 120 years. Enduring tradition, superior craftsmanship, and an unshakeable philosophy of  
excellence are the reasons Stickley continues to produce America’s finest hardwood furniture and 
upholstery, all while responding to the needs and trends of today’s homes with updated styles  
and modern collections.

Beginning in 1900 with his revolutionary Arts and Crafts collection, 
Gustav Stickley showed that every home deserves furniture that is 
solid and honest, that is made with uncompromising craftsmanship, 
and that satisfies a real need. Stickley’s Mission pieces are among the 
most recognizable and cherished in the history of American design. 
Gustav’s brother Leopold founded L. & J.G. Stickley, where for sixty 
years, his instincts for public design tastes and his commitment  
to enduring construction techniques established the company’s  
reputation for elite craftsmanship and style. 

In 1974, years after Leopold Stickley’s 
death, Alfred and Aminy Audi purchased a struggling L. & J.G. Stickley, 
knowing that by honoring Stickley’s dedication to quality, they could turn 
the company around. By reissuing the Mission collection in 1989, the 
Audis tapped into a nearly forgotten era of American furniture history 
and helped to shape a renaissance of Arts and Crafts. 

Today, Stickley’s product offering is as stylistically varied and dynamic as 
it has ever been. While we continue to produce classic Mission as well as other Arts and Crafts– 

inspired collections like Surrey Hills, our fluency with modern styles  
has flourished, beginning with Park Slope’s modernized take on Mission 
and quickly followed by such popular collections as Walnut Grove,  
Portfolio120, and Martine. Yet for all their freshness, what makes our 
modern collections stand apart is the same commitment to honest  
materials and unparalleled craftsmanship that is Stickley’s hallmark. 
Modern furniture can also be built to last a lifetime.
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Als Ik Kan—“to the best of my ability.” 
This old Flemish craftsman’s phrase  
has been the guiding principle of  
Stickley since 1900.

About Stickley

CEO Aminy Audi and  
President Edward J. Audi 

Gustav Stickley Leopold Stickley

Alfred and Aminy Audi

Surrey Hills Living Room
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Martine 
page 10
Martine showcases the warmth and  
exuberance of cherry, but smoothed, 
rounded, and softened—a softness 
you want to reach out and touch.

Walnut Grove
page 15 
Walnut Grove’s curvy, mid-century 
modern design incorporates lots of 
open space, creating pieces and whole 
rooms that feel buoyant and fresh.

Portfolio120
page 20 
For those who dream up rooms  
in a mix of looks, Portfolio120  
offers eclectic objects and capsule 
collections designed to go alongside  
any style.

Surrey Hills
page 24
Inspired by British Arts and Crafts  
designers who celebrated nature in 
the home, Surrey Hills brings nature 
indoors with an organic trellis-and-
vine motif.

Little Treasures
page 29
Our Little Treasures are modestly 
scaled pieces with a variety of  
uses, each built with traditional  
Arts and Crafts materials, techniques, 
and details.

Mission
page 30
Stickley’s American-made Mission 
furniture continues to celebrate 
honest materials, clean, practical 
forms, and lasting craftsmanship.

Highlands
page 32
The Highlands Collection preserves 
Mission lines and style while appearing 
distinctly modern, thanks to the  
influence of Scottish Arts and Crafts.

Harvey Ellis
page 34
The architect, artist, and designer  
Harvey Ellis made his mark on  
Stickley furniture with a lighter, more  
decorative style that’s a perennial  
best seller.

Park Slope
page 36
Park Slope starts with familiar  
Mission features like spindles  
and reverse-tapered posts, then 
evolves the style with softer  
organic curves.

Stickley Designer Rugs
page 40
Crafted by skilled artisans from the 
world’s best wool, our rugs represent 
the finest quality and artistry and 
become heirlooms for generations  
to enjoy.

Nichols & Stone by Stickley
page 42
Stickley keeps alive the oldest  
furniture name in America with  
beautiful, traditional solid-wood  
styles for the dining room,  
bedroom, and living room.

Collection Index

“At Stickley, we are keenly  
aware and justifiably proud of 
the legacy generated by the 
Stickley family. Our goal is not 
merely to continue that legacy, 
but to enhance it, constantly 
looking for new and creative 
ideas in our ongoing quest  
for excellence.” 
– Aminy Audi
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Origins by Stickley Harper
page 45 
With a smooth new take on scooped 
English arms, Harper’s light, airy sil-
houette is refined yet casual, perfect 
for transitional rooms.

Origins by Stickley Keene
page 46
Updating a European Modernist style, 
Keene makes an architectural state-
ment with six-inch-wide track arms 
and weltless box cushions.

Origins by Stickley Revere
page 47
In a nod to traditional styling,  
Revere’s frame-and-panel design  
features framed drawer faces,  
extended tabletops, and  
subtle arches.

Origins by Stickley Gable Road
page 48
Gable Road reimagines classic  
Shaker style, with finely beveled  
tabletops, tapered legs, and  
dovetail drawers making an  
elegant statement. 

Origins by Stickley Dwyer
page 49
In Dwyer, clean lines form a  
contemporary silhouette, and  
your choice of hand-applied  
finish and curated hardware  
make it yours.

Selectionals by Stickley 
7000 Series
page 50
Selectionals by Stickley delivers 
made-to-order sofas, chairs, and 
sectionals. The 7000 Series offers 
exceptional style plus three depths 
for custom comfort.

Selectionals by Stickley  
500 Series
page 52
Selectionals by Stickley delivers  
made-to-order sofas, chairs,  
and sectionals. The 500 Series  
is smaller in scale, with lower  
seating and fine details.

Selectionals by Stickley  
100 Series
page 52
Selectionals by Stickley delivers made-
to-order sofas, chairs, and sectionals. 
The 100 Series is styled for universal 
appeal with a wide range of options.

Stickley Fine Upholstery & 
Leather
page 54
Our fine upholstery and leather goods 
are meticulously crafted to bring you 
gorgeous design, state-of-the-art 
features, and long-lasting comfort.

Special Value Programs
page 56
Many of our most beloved pieces are available  
with lower prices and quicker delivery when  
ordered with suggested covers and finishes.

Origins by Stickley Belleville 
page 44
Belleville’s look is classically tailored, 
but a contemporary roll-arm design, 
high back, and slim tapered legs  
update its Lawson-inspired design.
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Discover 
Martine
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View the 
Martine
Catalog

Discover  
Walnut Grove
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View the  
Walnut Grove
Catalog
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Yarrow Collection
Discover 
Portfolio120



View our 
Sustainability 
video
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Respect for nature and conservation were fundamental to the  
Stickley brothers and the Arts and Crafts movement, so sustainability  
has been part of the Stickley DNA from the beginning. We continue to 
uphold that dedication to sustainable, heirloom-quality product. 

Our premium hardwoods are sourced from timberlands approved by  
the Forest Stewardship Council, and we use nearly 100 percent of the  
raw wood we buy. Fifty to sixty percent is used directly in producing  
furniture, meeting or exceeding industry standards. Much of the unusable 
waste material is chipped and fed to our boilers to heat our facility;  
employees can also use it to heat their homes. During warm-weather 
months our wood waste is sold to manufacturers of wood pellets for 
household heating. 

Carbon storage makes building with hardwoods inherently sustainable, 
and our “overbuilding” ensures that our furniture will last for generations, 
keeping that carbon locked away. Decades and centuries from now, the 
solid-wood furniture we make in the Stickley workshops today  
will still be going strong.

Every day at Stickley, we consider the next innovation we can make.  
A new range of recycled upholstery fabrics—ingeniously made from  
clothing discarded from the fashion industry—and sustainable leathers 
are yet another advancement that helps reduce harmful waste.

Our Sustainable Mission
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Kepner Collection

Welland Collection

Dearborn Collection

View the  
Portfolio120
Catalog
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Discover 
Surrey Hills
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View the  
Surrey Hills 
Catalog
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Discover 
Little Treasures

Bringing Nature Home
 The English writer, artist, and designer William Morris  
 created wallpapers, tapestries, textiles, carpets, and  
 ceramic tiles that brought the natural world vividly to  
 life within the home, all with the aim of reconnecting  
 the human with nature. His richly colored organic 
patterns, combined with simple, honest furniture forms, defined  
the English Arts and Crafts movement—and made a profound impact  
on young Gustav Stickley in America.

Starting with his earliest work, Stickley  
championed this embrace of nature,  
designing items like floriform tables and decorating  

with Morris-inspired botanical tiles and textiles.  
Today, this tradition continues at Stickley, most recently  

in the Surrey Hills Collection that celebrates nature indoors with  
its motif of winding vines. And Stickley Designer Rugs offers  
a beautiful range of hand-knotted rugs in  
lush natural themes.

Surrey Hills Server with Gallery
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Grand Poppy Table

Visit About Us
at stickley.com



Mission  
Collection
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Discover  
the Mission 
Collection
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Highlands Collection

Discover  
Highlands



Harvey Ellis 
Collection
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Discover  
Harvey Ellis



Park Slope Collection
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Discover  
Park Slope
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View the  
Park Slope 
Catalog
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Stickley Designer Rugs

With our vast knowledge of interior design  
and appreciation of craft, Stickley is uniquely 
qualified to offer fine hand-knotted wool  
and wool-and-silk rugs of the finest quality,  
available in Arts and Crafts, traditional,  
and contemporary styles. Like our furniture,  
Stickley Designer Rugs become family  
heirlooms for generations to enjoy. 
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Discover 
Stickley 
Designer 
Rugs
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Discover 
Nichols & Stone 
by Stickley



Discover 
Origins by 
Stickley Living 
Room Seating
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Belleville Harper

Shown with Lowell Occasional Tables

Shown with Lowell Occasional Tables

Shown with Origins by Stickley Gable Road Occasional Tables

Shown with Olympia Occasional Tables



View the 
Origins by 
Stickley Living 
Room Seating
Catalog
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Keene Revere

Shown with Canton Occasional Tables

Shown with Canton Occasional Tables
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Gable Road Dwyer



7000 Series
Exceptional style, 
custom comfort
3 frame depths
13 arm styles 
7 back styles 
9 base styles
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Imagine your perfect sofa, chair, 
or sectional—then create it!

+5 select your
 depth (7000)1 select your 

 frame  2 select your 
 arm style 3 select your

 back style 4 select your
 base style

Discover 
Selectionals
by Stickley
7000 Series
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100 Series
Styled for universal appeal
13 arm styles
8 back styles
8 base styles

Discover 
Selectionals
by Stickley
100 Series

Discover 
Selectionals
by Stickley
500 Series

500 Series
Smaller in scale with  
fine details
12 arm styles
5 back styles
7 base styles
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Stickley  
Fine Upholstery  
& Leather
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Our fine upholstery, crafted for  
long-lasting comfort and style, can  
be customized with a range of 
high-quality fabrics and leathers.

Martine Chair and Gumdrop Stool Surrey Hills Tuxedo-Arm Sofa Surrey Hills Wood-Frame Lounge Chair

Paxton Sofa , Walnut Grove Round 
Cocktail Table, and End Table

Discover 
Stickley Fine
Upholstery



Discover 
Mission Sofas

Morris Chairs &  
Orchard Street Sofas
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Express Ship Programs
NEED IT FAST? Learn about Express Ship items at your local Authorized Stickley Dealer

Discover 
Mission Morris 
Chairs



Discover 
Leopold’s  
Chair

Discover 
Arlington &
Malden

Discover 
Santa Fe

Santa Fe

Arlington & Malden

Leopold’s  
Chair
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NEED IT FAST? Learn about Express Ship items  
at your local Authorized Stickley Dealer



Discover 
Durango

Discover 
Beacon &  
Santa Cruz

DurangoMemphis
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Discover 
Memphis

Beacon Santa Cruz

NEED IT FAST? Learn about Express Ship items  
at your local Authorized Stickley Dealer
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Find a
Stickley
Dealer

Discover the 
2023
Collector
Edition

No matter the style, every Stickley collection is built with the same dedication to 
impeccable craftsmanship. Time-honored construction techniques perfected by Gustav  
and Leopold Stickley help us continue to build furniture that lasts for generations. 

The Stickley Difference

Solid Quartersawn  
White Oak
This cut yields top-grade 
boards featuring ray flake 
patterning, and it binds the 
perpendicular fibers together, 
giving the oak its amazing 
strength.

Mortise-and-Tenon Joinery
A signature element of Stickley 
construction is the tenon: a 
board whose ends have been 
cut for insertion into a mortise. 
Tenons are the most durable 
way to join furniture.

Side-Hung and  
Center-Guided Drawers
In this technique, the center 
guide keeps drawers from 
skewing sideways and side 
suspension keeps them level 
when heavily loaded. The 
drawer never scrapes the  
bottom and moves with ease.

Book-Matched Door Panels
When thick lumber is split  
into thinner boards, the  
halves open like a book to 
reveal identical grain. This 
painstaking process creates 
beautifully grained panels  
on Stickley doors. 

8-Way Hand-Knotted 
Springs
Rust-resistant high-carbon 
steel coil springs are  
eight-way hand-knotted  
with the strongest polyester 
twine to create a cushion  
with even support and  
maximum comfort. 

Thoughtful Cushion Details
The majority of our loose  
seat cushions and back pillows 
are zippered, and most cushion 
and pillow fillings are enclosed 
in a luxurious down-proof ticking.

Precise Patterns
Upholstery fabrics are individually  
cut to ensure careful center-  
or flow-matching of each pattern.  
A sofa may have as many as 80  
individual pieces that need to be  
cut with exceptional accuracy.

2023 Collector Edition  
Craftsman Console
Our 2023 Collector Edition honors  
a fundamental Arts and Crafts idea:  
that true beauty is found in a simple,  
useful object impeccably crafted.  
The Craftsman Console is equally  
functional as an entry table,  
entertainment stand, bookcase,  
and more.
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Visit us online!
Create an account at Stickley.com to get early access to new products,  
save and share wishlists, find inspiration and a Room Planner, and  
purchase gifts from The Collector’s Shop.
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